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ABSTRACT: For Super-Cavitating Underwater Vehicles (SCUV), the numerical analyses and experiments in a large 
cavitation tunnel are carried out at relatively large Reynolds numbers. The numerical results agree well with experi-
ments and the drag coefficient of SCUV is rarely changed by the Reynolds number. As the cavitation number is decreased, 
the cavity occurs and grows, the cavitator drag decreases and the body drag is affected by the degree of covering the 
body with the cavity. The tunnel effects, i.e. the blockage and the friction pressure drop of the tunnel, on the drag and 
the cavitation of SCUV are examined from the numerical results in between the tunnel and unbounded flows. In the 
tunnel, a minimum cavitation number exists and the drag of SCUV appears larger than that in unbounded flow. When 
the super-cavity covers the entire body, the friction drag almost disappears and the total drag of SCUV can be regarded 
as the pressure drag of cavitator. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

CA  : Frontal area of cavitator Re  : Reynolds number based on length ( 0 /U L ν= ) 

BA  : Representative cross sectional area of objective Red  : Reynolds number based on diameter ( 0 /U d ν= ) 

TA  : Cross sectional area of test section of tunnel L  : Body length 

DC  : Drag coefficient TL  : Tunnel length 
C

DC  : Corrected drag coefficient considering blockage outP  : Pressure at outlet boundary 

DCC  : Drag coefficient of cavitator in super-cavitating flow dq  : Dynamic pressure ( 2
00.5 Uρ ) 

DFC  : Friction drag coefficient 0U  : Inflow velocity 

DPC  : Pressure drag coefficient λ  : Local friction coefficient ( 2
04 / (1/ 8 )f wC Uτ ρ= = ) 

DTC  : Drag coefficient in tunnel flow σ  : Cavitation number 

0DC  : Drag coefficient at cavitation number equal to 0 minσ  : Minimum cavitation number in tunnel 

pC  : Pressure coefficient σ∞  : Infinite cavitation number which cavitation number 

pbC  : Base pressure coefficient  in tunnel flow is converted to that in unbounded flow 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are many studies for technologies to speed up an underwater vehicle. Among them, a super-cavitation has been 
magnified as a technology that can overcome a very large friction and pressure drag acting on the underwater vehicle in high 
speed. In this technology a cavity generation device with a shape of disk or cone and etc., called cavitator, is mounted at the 
head of the underwater vehicle and the cavity is intentionally generated when the speed of underwater vehicle is increased 
sufficiently, e.g. above 50 m/s or higher. The entire body is covered with super-cavity, then the friction of body is almost 
vanished by contacting body surface with vapor and the pressure drag of body becomes very small by acting on the entire 
body with vapor pressure. Consequently, the drag of underwater vehicle is almost the cavitator drag.  

The high speed torpedo of Russia, Shkval, is well known as a super-cavitating underwater vehicle whose speed is about 
200 knots (100 m/s). Considering the speed of conventional torpedo is about 40~50 knots, the speed of Shkval can be regarded 
very high. Recently, the technical developments for super-cavitating underwater vehicle and the related researches are 
becoming increasingly active. The studies on the cavitator for the drag and the cavity generation have been performed ex-
perimentally and theoretically. However, in case of the super-cavitating underwater vehicle with relatively very long body, the 
study on its drag and cavitation with the interaction between the cavitator and the body is rarely found. Therefore, it is 
necessary, especially in a cavitator and body design point of view, to study on the drag characteristics of a super-cavitating 
underwater vehicle.  

For this super-cavitating underwater vehicle, the experimental study is essential for two reasons. The first is to obtain 
reliable physical quantities that can be used in design process, and the second is to secure a data for verifying a numerical 
analysis. There have been some experimental studies on cavitators with super-cavitation at low cavitation numbers. To 
increase the inflow velocity for the captive object, Rouse and Mcnown (1948) performed an experiment in a free-jet vertical 
water tunnel using gravity and Knapp et al. (1970) used a high-speed water tunnel. Also Kirschner (2001) used submerged 
gun launcher to increase the speed of the objective and Ahn et al. (2012) did experiments in a cavitation tunnel to implement 
at once increasing inflow velocity and reducing pressure. In these experiments except in the cavitation tunnel, however, a 
drag was restrictively measured for simple shape cavitators, i.e. disk, cone, 2D-wedge and etc., due to the limitation such as 
the operation time was very short and the installation of measuring device inside small body, e.g. less than 100 mm diameter, 
was difficult. 

In this point of view, the experiment in cavitation tunnel has a merit for the installation of measuring system. Moreover, in 
a large cavitation tunnel it is possible to experiment cavitating flow at relatively high Reynolds number (Suryanarayana, 2010). 
Nevertheless the drag measurement in cavitation tunnel has been rarely performed. Due to the tunnel effects, i.e., the blockage 
and the pressure drop in test section of a tunnel, drag and cavitation characteristics in tunnel are different from those in 
unbounded flow which are actually needed for the design. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate preferentially the tunnel 
effects on the drag and the cavitation. 

Numerical studies for super-cavitating simple bodies have been mainly based on potential flow (Ahn et al., 2010) and 
along with some analytic solution they have a high utilization for simple cavitators because of the good agreement with 
experiments. However, when the cavitator and the body much longer than the cavitator diameter are together, e.g. a Super-
Cavitating Underwater Vehicle (SCUV), the friction and pressure drag of the body are influenced differently depending on the 
degree of covering the body with the cavity. With the calculation based on potential flow, it is difficult to estimate the drag of 
SCUV realistically. Therefore, a numerical analysis for viscous turbulent flow is needed.  

Recently, the works for the development and improvement of numerical cavitation model is presented (Park and Rhee, 2010) 
and through the numerical analyses, it is possible to investigate the super-cavitating flow with turbulence and to estimate the 
drag of cavitators (Park and Rhee, 2011a; 2011b; Lee et al., 2013). However, for SCUV at the high Reynolds numbers and low 
cavitation numbers, the numerical study is little and a data to verify a numerical result is rarely found. So, it is necessary to 
ensure the reliability of a numerical result and the experiment can provide that. From this, it could be confirmed the usefulness 
of numerical analysis, and further, be possible to obtain the physical information for SCUV under realistic operating conditions 
and environments. 

In this paper, in order to investigate drag and cavity characteristics for a super-cavitating underwater vehicle of real size, the 
experiments are performed in a large cavitation tunnel. Also, the numerical analysis is performed in a modelled tunnel con-
sidering the tunnel effects, i.e., the blockage and the pressure drop by friction on the tunnel wall, and in unbounded domain 
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without tunnel effects. From these, the drag and the cavity characteristics of SCUV according to Reynolds numbers and cavita-
tion numbers are investigated and also the tunnel effects on them are discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY 

Geometry 

The Super-Cavitating Underwater Vehicle (SCUV) is consisted of a circular disk cavitator and a body which is very 
longer than cavitator diameter. Two cavitators of different diameters ( cd ), which are 0.2 m and 0.3 m, are mounted at the 
head of the single body, respectively, and each of the two models is called SCUV-C200 and SCUV-C300 according to 
cavitator diameter in this paper. The thickness of both cavitators is 0.05 m and the angle of vertex in the back is 60 degrees. 
The distance between the back of cavitator and the head of body is 0.168 m. The cavitator is mounted at the one-component 
balance installed on the end of circular rod connected with the body. The body has the head of curved shape, the parallel 
middle part and the tail of cone shape attached tail wings. The body length (L) is 6.4 m and diameter ( Bd ) 0.533 m and the 
shape of SCUV is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

    
Fig. 1 Shape of the cavitating underwater vehicle (left) and experimental setup (right). 

Experiment 

The experiments are performed in Large Cavitation Tunnel (LCT) at Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean 
engineering (KRISO), Daejeon Korea. The test section of LCT has a rectangular cross section and is of 1.8 m height, 2.8 m 
width and 12.5 m length. The pressure inside test section can be changed in range of 0.02~3.5 bar and the maximum inflow 
velocity is 16.5 m/s. In order to define a cavitation number in cavitation tunnel, it is necessary to determine a reference position 
because a pressure drop occurs along flow direction due to the friction loss on the tunnel inside wall that is called the friction 
pressure drop. In this study, as shown in Fig. 2, the reference position is 2.8 m away from the cavitator face and the pressures 
are measured on each side of the tunnel and averaged. The cavitation number is defined as Eq. (1) and 0P  represents the 
reference pressure (Pa), cP  the pressure inside cavity as vapor pressure (Pa), ρ  the water density ( 3/kg m ) and 0U  the 
inflow velocity (m/s). 

0
2

01 / 2
cP P

U
σ

ρ
−

=             (1) 

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the body of SCUV is connected directly to the 3-components balance mounted at the strut end 
and the strut is installed on the top side of the tunnel. The 3-components balance in the body and the 1-component balance in 
the cavitator back measure the total drag and the cavitator drag, respectively, then the body drag can be obtained by subtracting 
cavitator drag from total drag.  
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Fig. 2 Schematics of experimental and numerical configuration (left: side view, right: front view). 

Numerical analysis 

For the incompressible, steady-state, turbulent mixture flow, the governing equations are continuity and momentum equation 
(RANS equation). Through a process of discretization based on the finite volume method, the algebraic equations are solved. A 
commercial CFD code, Fluent (V13), is used for the computations. The convection and diffusion terms of momentum equation 
are discretized by QUICK and 2nd order central-difference scheme, respectively. Turbulence model is the realizable k-ε model 
with standard wall function. The SIMPLEC algorithm is used for the velocity-pressure coupling and the cavitation model is 
Schnerr & Sauer model known as to give a robust solution (Lee et al., 2013; ANSYS, 2010). The 1y +  of the first grid point 
away from the wall is maintained about 200 considering the Reynolds number (Choi and Kim, 2010). 

In experiment, the model with the tail wings is installed on the top side of the test section which has a rectangular shape as 
shown in Fig. 2. The cavity is affected by gravity or buoyancy in experiment, so a precise result could be obtained from a 
numerical analysis for 3-dimensional flows with gravity. However, since Reynolds number and Froude number are very high in 
this study, the effects of gravity and buoyancy are assumed negligible. It is expected also the drag of the tail wings is much 
smaller than that of the body in both non-cavitating and super-cavitating flows. Neglecting the effects of gravity and the tail 
wings, the flow around SCUV could be assumed to be axisymmetric. By this assumption, although there must be small quan-
titative differences between the numerical and the experimental results, fast and efficient calculations for many flow cases are 
possible and the cavitation and the drag characteristic of SCUV can be investigated qualitatively. So, in this numerical study, it 
is assumed to be a steady-state axisymmetric flow without gravity and the tail wings are excluded in the numerical model. The 
numerical tunnel is modeled to the circular pipe which has the diameter equal to the hydraulic diameter of the rectangular test 
section in experiment as shown in Fig. 2 (right). From this calculation, variation of drag as well as cavity length and diameter 
with Reynolds numbers and cavitation numbers could be analyzed. 

A representative numerical grid is of the H-type structured grid system as shown in Fig. 3 and the number of grid points is 
about 92,000. The grid points are densely distributed in the region from the tail end to 4 L away from it. Fig. 4 shows the 
computational domain and the boundaries are defined as follows: the inlet boundary is located at 5 L away from the cavitator 
face with velocity inlet condition; the outlet boundary is located at 10 L from the tail end with pressure outlet condition. 
Although the inlet boundary is placed far away from the objective to stably obtain a convergent solution for cavitating flows 
in the conditions which are closed to the flow velocity and the pressure conditions of the experiments, there is a possibility to 
obtain an incorrect result due to the thicker boundary layer flow near the objective. So, the slip condition of the wall is applied 
from the inlet boundary to the location where the test section starts in the experiment, which is 4 m upstream from the 
cavitator face, and the no-slip condition is applied to the rest. The iterations of the calculation are 10,000 times and the 
calculations are regarded to be converged as the residuals of the velocity and the pressure are lower than 0.00001. In case of 
tunnel flow, the criterion for the residual of the mass flow rate is added in the convergence. The external boundary in 
unbounded flow calculation is located at 5 L from the side of the body with velocity inlet condition as uniform inflows. While 
the pressure condition of the outlet boundary in unbounded flow calculation, which can be regarded as the pressure on the 
boundary of entire domain and the reference pressure as well, is determined by the cavitation number, the pressure condition 
in tunnel flow calculation has to be determined considering the pressure drop in the downstream due to the friction loss on the 
tunnel wall. 
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Fig. 3 2D structured grid system (left : unbounded whole domain, right : around cavitator). 

 

 
Fig. 4 Numerical domains (left : tunnel, right : unbounded domain). 

 
The friction pressure drop is presented in Eq. (2). There 0L  is the length of the tunnel, ( )( )2

04 / 1/ 8f wC Uλ τ ρ= =  the 
local friction coefficient and hd  hydraulic diameter ( 4 /A C ) in which A is the test section area and C the wetted perimeter. 
Used is Eq. (3) which is well known to give a reasonable result for pipe flow over ( )0Re /d U d ν= 4000. On the circular pipe 
region without the objective λ  is applied and on the annular region with the objective, / 4λ is applied. From this, the 
pressure in the outlet boundary is calculated and reflected in the numerical analysis. 

2
0

0

1
2 h

p U
L d

λρΔ
=   (2) 

( )1 2.0log Re 0.8d λ
λ
= −   (3) 

Flow conditions 

For the two models SCUV-C200 and SCUV-C300, the experiments and the numerical analyses are carried out in range of 
Reynolds numbers and cavitation numbers, and then the drag characteristics of the two models are investigated. The 
numerical analyses are made for both the tunnel and unbounded flows, while the gravity is ignored. The velocity conditions in 
the test are varied from 2 to 10 m/s and then Reynolds numbers become 71.6 10× ~ 76.4 10×  so that the flow can be regarded 
as the turbulent. In these cases, no cavitation occurs as the cavitation numbers are 1.9~42 and the total pressure head, which is 
the sum of dynamic and static pressure, is kept constant at 15.16 m. In the tests, the experiments are performed at cavitation 
numbers in range of 0.65~2.56 and the numerical analyses are made in range of 0.5~2.5 and further in unbounded flows up to 
very low cavitation number (0.01). The flow conditions in experiments and numerical analyses are presented in Table 1. In the 
numerical analyses, a reference pressure defining the cavitation number in tunnel flow is obtained at the same location corres-
ponding to the experiment. Meanwhile in unbounded flow that is obtained at the outlet boundary. The total, pressure and 
friction drags as well as surface pressure of the models are normalized as Eq. (4). There  is total drag coefficient, DPC   
pressure drag coefficient, DFC  friction drag coefficient, pC  pressure coefficient, 0U  inflow velocity, and CA  2 / 4cdπ  as 
the area of cavitator. 

0
2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0

,  ,  ,  
1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2

T P F
D DP DF p

C C C

P PD D D
C C C C

U A U A U A Uρ ρ ρ ρ
−

= = = =   (4) 
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Table 1 Experiments and numerical analyses conditions. 

Variation Model Experiments Numerical analyses 

Reynolds 
number 

SCUV-200  7 7Re 1.57 10 ~ 6.38 10= × ×   7 7Re 1.90 10 ~ 6.35 10= × ×  

SCUV-300  7 7Re 1.57 10 ~ 4.45 10= × ×   7 7Re 1.90 10 ~ 6.35 10= × ×  

Cavitation 
number 

SCUV-200 0.57 ~ 2.51σ =  at  7Re 5.72 10= × 0.50 ~ 2.50σ =  at  7Re 5.72 10= ×  

SCUV-300 1.10 ~ 4.68σ =  at  7Re 4.45 10= ×  
0.50 ~ 2.50σ =  at  7Re 4.45 10= ×  
0.01~ 2.50σ =  at  7Re 5.72 10= ×  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Reynolds number variation 

Fig. 5 shows the variation of total, cavitator and body drag coefficients of SCUV-C200 and SCUV-C300 with the Reynolds 
number obtained from the experiments and the numerical analyses for tunnel and unbounded flow. The drag coefficient decreases 
as Reynolds number (or velocity) is increased and the experiments and the numerical analyses are qualitatively in a good 
agreement. The drag coefficients of the cavitators of SCUV-C200 and SCUV-C300 in the numerical result for tunnel flow are 
in average about 4.2% and 0.9% larger than those in the experiments, respectively. In case of the body drag except the cavitator, 
the numerical result is smaller than the experimental one and their difference is larger in SCUV-C200 than in SCUV-C300. 
This trend is same in case of the cavitator drag. Although the cause of the difference between the experimental and the numeri-
cal results cannot be singled out, it can be inferred that the shape of the test section in the numerical analysis differs from the 
experiment and the tail wing is not modeled in numerical analysis. However, the tendency of drag decrement as Reynolds 
number increment is same and the negative drag, i.e., the thrust acts on the body in both the numerical analysis and the 
experiment. Considering the quantitative differences between them are less than 5% as mentioned just above, it can be stated 
the numerical analysis simulates well the experiment and gives the reasonable result.  

The drag coefficients of cavitator and body are fairly smaller in unbounded flow than in tunnel flow. The tendency of the 
body drag is shown to decrease with the Reynolds number in both the tunnel and unbounded flows. The order of decrease is 
slightly larger in tunnel than in unbounded flow. The drag of cavitator in unbounded flow is almost constant, but that in tunnel 
flow is slightly decreased as increasing Reynolds number. These differences of the drag between the tunnel and unbounded 
flow are caused by the surface pressure of body which is changed due to the tunnel effects, i.e., the blockage and the friction 
pressure drop. In addition, there is some effect by increasing the friction drag due to increase of local flow velocity as the 
effective sectional area of tunnel is reduced in the location of the SCUV.  

 

       
Fig. 5 Drag coefficients of parts according to Reynolds number for the both models from experiment  

and numerical results in tunnel with unbounded flow calculation. 
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Figs. 6 and 7 show the pressure and friction drag acting on the cavitator and the body of two models SCUV-C200 and 
SCUV-C300, respectively, from the numerical results. In case of the cavitator in both models, the pressure drag is most and the 
friction drag is small enough to ignore. The former is larger in tunnel than in unbounded flow due to the blockage effect. In case 
of the body in both models, the pressure and friction drag are larger in tunnel than in unbounded flow, since the pressure is 
affected by both the blockage and the friction pressure drop of tunnel and also the friction is affected by the increment of the 
local flow velocity around the body. Notice that the pressure drag of body is shown as negative value in both models and 
furthermore, in case of SCUV-C300, the net drag of body is negative. This unexpected phenomenon occurs in both numerical 
analysis and experiment. It is due to the fact that negative pressures, induced by the strong vortex flow separated from the 
cavitator, are distributed near the body head and the magnitude of negative pressure force is larger than that of the friction drag. 
This negative pressure region can be confirmed in Figs. 8 and 9 as well, for which present the pressure coefficient distributions 
and streamlines around the models. 

 

       
Fig. 6 Drag coefficient components for the cavitator (left) and the body (right) of SCUV-C200 from  

calculations in tunnel and unbounded flow according toReynolds number. 
 

        
Fig. 7 Drag coefficient components for the cavitator (left) and the body (right) of SCUV-C300 from  

calculations in tunnel and unbounded flow according toReynolds number. 
 
As shown in Fig. 8, compared tunnel and unbounded flow from the numerical results, the separation by cavitator in tunnel 

flow is more contracted than that in unbounded flow and the range of negative pressure appears more widely. Although the 
streamlines are similar in both models, the pressure recovery at stern appear later in tunnel flow and also the pressure is lower 
than in unbounded flow. It can account for increasing the velocity as well as decreasing the ambient pressure due to the 
blockage and the friction pressure drop in the test section of tunnel. 
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Fig. 8 Pressure coefficient distributions and streamlines of numerical results in tunnel  

and unbounded flow for SCUV-C300 at 7Re 6.35 10= × . 

 
Fig. 9 only representatively shows the pressure distribution and the streamlines of SCUV-C200 and SCUV-C300 at 

7Re 6.35 10= × because almost the same pressure distribution appears in all Reynolds numbers of the numerical results. In case 
of SCUV-C300, the flow separation in the back of cavitator is larger and the pressure coefficient is lower and distributed widely 
than SCUV-C200. The streamlines along the body after the body head is similar in both models, but the pressure distribution in 
stern appears slightly different in the two models.  

Fig. 10 shows the longitudinal distribution of the surface pressure coefficients of SCUV-C300 from numerical results for 
tunnel and unbounded flow together with their differences. For both flows, the surface pressure is changed very similarly with 
the body curvature but in tunnel flow it is fairly reduced due to the blockage. The pressure on the parallel middle body in tunnel 
flow is declined toward the stern due to the friction pressure drop. As the Reynolds number is increased, this effect of the fric-
tion pressure drop becomes weaker, but a little. The difference of the pressure by the Reynolds number appears in the pressure 
recovery on the after part of the body, particularly near the tail. 

 

  

 
Fig. 9 Pressure coefficient distributions and streamlines of numerical results  

in tunnel for the both models at 7Re 6.35 10= × . 
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Fig. 10 Surface pressure coefficient profiles on body for SCUV-C300  

in tunnel and unbounded flow at various Reynolds numbers. 
 
The pressure recoveries rise as the Reynolds number is increased. And the difference of the pressure by the Reynolds 

number appears somewhat larger in tunnel than in unbounded flow. The surface pressure difference between in tunnel and un-
bounded flow shows clearly the order of reduced pressure in a certain point on the surface. The reduction of the surface pressure 
due to tunnel effects is noticeable near the head (x/L < 0.1) and in the end of the parallel middle part (x/L ≈  0.915) where the 
slop of the pressure is significantly large. And in the head where the slop is large but the change of the slop is small (x/L≈ 0.06), 
it can be noticed that the differences are reduced. The surface pressure reduction on the head results in the pressure drag 
decrease but that on the tail, results in the pressure drag increase, so it is necessary to note the increase of the pressure drag of 
the body due to tunnel effects is the net result of conflicting actions by the pressure reduction in the two parts. 

Fig. 11 shows the pressure distribution on the tunnel wall from SCUV-C300 calculations at various Reynolds numbers and 
from SCUV-C200 calculation at the highest Reynolds number only to avoid the complexity of the graph. Also, for comparison, 
the pressure distribution at the position of the virtual tunnel wall in unbounded flow is also presented in the figure. The pressure 
distribution shows well the typical feature that the mean pressure inside the tunnel is changed with the open sectional area of 
tunnel and the effect of the friction pressure drop by tunnel wall. In case of SCUV-C200, the rapid reduction of pressure near 
the cavitator is begun later than SCUV-C300 and the reduction is slightly less because the size of cavitator and flow separation 
is smaller. From results of SCUV-C300, it can be seen that the amount of the pressure drop is reduced slightly as the Reynolds 
number is increased.  

 

  
Fig. 11 Pressure coefficient profiles on tunnel wall at various Reynolds numbers. 
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Eventually, in the experiment for the super-cavitating underwater vehicle, considered has to be the blockage as well as the 
friction pressure drop. Especially, the blockage let the total drag increase more than in unbounded flow, so the consideration 
above mentioned is required in terms of estimating the effective power in a design process. 

In estimating the body drag in unbounded flow from a result in tunnel, the correction method based on the potential theory 
considering the blockage for simple body proposed by Maskell (1963) is well known. The drag relation between tunnel and 
unbounded flow from Maskell’s method is shown in Eq. (5). Where, DTC  and C

DC  are drag coefficient in tunnel and 
corrected drag coefficient for unbounded flow, respectively, BA  representative cross sectional area of body, TA cross sectional 
area of test section of tunnel, n  equal to 1 / PbC−  and PbC base pressure coefficient.  

1DT B
DTC

TD

C A
nC

AC
= +   (5) 

The total drag coefficients corrected for unbounded flow using Eq. (5) from the numerical results in tunnel flow and those 
obtained directly from the numerical results in unbounded flow are shown together in Fig. 12. The base pressure is the mean 
pressure on the surface being seen when looking forward from behind body, i.e. the tail surface projected on y-z plan, and is 
normalized by 2

01/ 2 Uρ . The representative area of body BA  is used the cross sectional area at the position of the maximum 
diameter of the body.  

The corrected results are about 5.0% smaller for SCUV-C200 and 4.7% larger for SCUV-C300, respectively, on an average 
for Reynolds numbers than the numerical results in unbounded flow. Although Maskell’s method was aimed at a wind tunnel, it 
is expected that the Eq. (5) is somewhat useful for estimating a drag of underwater vehicle in unbounded flow from a result in 
tunnel such as this large cavitation tunnel too. However, it is possible but very costly to obtain the base pressure coefficient from 
an experiment in water tunnel. Not only apparatus is required a lot but also installation of devices is difficult to measure the 
pressure on the base for every experiment. Moreover, in the present case factors such as the friction pressure drop of tunnel, the 
long body and etc. are involved, there is some possibility that using the Eq. (5) based on potential theory can cause a significant 
error. Therefore, some complement is required in future. Until an appropriate measure is provided, it is considered that a 
numerical analysis showing a good agreement with the experiment can be a reasonable option.  

 

     
Fig. 12 Corrected drag coefficients from tunnel to unbounded flow for the both models. 

Cavitation number variation 

The cavitation number is the most important dimensionless variable in a super-cavitating flow. In order to obtain the 
information required in the design of super-cavitating underwater vehicle, it should be preceded before everything to understand 
how the cavity and the drag are affected by the cavitation number.  

Fig. 13 shows the change of drag coefficients with the cavitation number, obtained from experimental and numerical results 
for SCUV-C200 and SCUV-C300 in tunnel flow at inflow velocity 9 m/s and 7 m/s, respectively, together with those in 
unbounded flow. Here, the cavitation number in both experiments and numerical analyses is changed via the pressure variation. 
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In the experiment for SCUV-C300, since measured forces are fluctuating seriously about 3 KN at the inflow velocity 9 m/s, the 
measurement has to be conducted at the inflow velocity 7 m/s for structural safety reasons and so the cavitation number cannot 
be reduced less than 1.0. In the experiment for SCUV-C200, the relatively small forces act on the model at the inflow velocity 9 
m/s so that the experiment can be conducted for lower cavitation numbers than the case for SCUV-C300.  

The drag of cavitator is constant in both experiments and numerical analyses at all cavitation numbers. In case of the body, 
for the cavitation number larger than 1.0, the drag is nearly constant in both experiments and numerical analyses. When the 
cavitation number is less than 1.0, the drag of body from the numerical analyses appears to increase rapidly in both tunnel and 
unbounded flow as the cavitation number is decreased, but that from the experiments is nearly constant.  

 

       
Fig. 13 Drag coefficients of parts according to cavitation number for the both models  

from experiment and numerical results in tunnel and unbounded flow  

(left : SCUV-C200 at 7Re 5.72 10= × , right : SCUV-C300 at 7Re 4.45 10= × ). 

 
The difference of the numerical results in between tunnel and unbounded flow is caused by the effects of tunnel test section 

as the case for the Reynolds number variation discussed above. The tendency of drag increment from the numerical result can 
be explained due to the small cavities which are observed at the shoulder of the stern where the parallel middle part is connected 
with the tail.  

The surface pressure distributions of the body for SCUV-C200 and SCUV-C300 at various cavitation numbers are show in 
Fig. 14. In case of SCUV-C200, the difference of pressure by the cavitation number is hardly found until x/L=0.8. However, 
when the cavitation occurs at the shoulder of the stern near x/L=0.918, the pressure upstream of the shoulder rises, while the 
pressure downstream drops as the cavitation number is decreased. The feature of the pressure on the tail of SCUV-C300 is similar 
to that of SCUV-C200. This pressure reduction on the tail, i.e. weakening of the pressure recovery, is revealed to increase the 
drag of body for both models. On the other hand, in the experiment the cavity is not observed and this is inferred either the 
cavity does not occur or the cavitation inception is delayed by the tail wing inducing higher pressures about the shoulder of the 
stern. In the numerical results of SCUV-C300 at the cavitation number 0.539, the cavity occurs near the head of body and the 
surface pressure coefficient rises to the negative cavitation number. 

In the numerical results of SCUV-C200, the cavity does not occur near the head of body. Meanwhile, in experiments the 
cavity is observed and the cavity near the cavitator of SCUV-C200 is representatively shown in Fig. 15. When the cavitation 
number is more than 1.0, non-condensable bubbles are formed along streamlines so that the body is rarely affected by cavity. 
The cavity shape is gradually developed with decreasing the cavitation number and a foam cavity is locally formed at the 
cavitation number less than 0.75 near the head of body. From the result of the constant drag coefficient of cavitator in 
experiments (Fig. 13), it is indicated that non-condensable bubbles in water are observed with foam cavity, which is different to 
a fixed cavitation that is generated by dropping to vapor pressure and attached to cavitator. 
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Fig. 14 Surface pressure coefficient profiles on body for SCUV-C200 (up),  

SCUV-C300 (down) in tunnel flow at various cavitation numbers. 
 

 
Fig. 15 Cavitation around the cavitator for SCUV-C200 in various cavitation  

numbers at 7Re 5.72 10= × from experiment. 

Super-cavitation calculations 

A super-cavitation means a case of low cavitation number, usually less than 0.1, and has a shape of cavity that the length is 
relatively larger than the cavitator diameter and the shape observes clearly. There is difficulty to occur a super-cavitation in 
experiment because of the requirements for the high inflow velocity or the low tunnel pressure. So, in order to simulate a super-
cavitation that was not realized in experiment, the numerical analyses are carried out for SCUV-C300 in tunnel at inflow 
velocity 9 m/s by decreasing tunnel pressure, i.e. the pressure at the outlet boundary. 

The drag coefficients from the numerical results are shown in Fig. 16. Notice that the x-coordinate ranges of left and right 
are different. In Fig. 16(a) and (b), when the cavitation number is less than 1.0, the drag coefficient of body increases with the 
cavity near the shoulder of the stern and the total drag coefficient also increase. As the cavitation number is decreased to less 
than 0.5, while the drag coefficient of body continues to increase, that of cavitator decreases with the cavity generated by 
cavitator and consequentially the total drag coefficient decreases. As the cavitation number being further decreased to nearly the 
minimum cavitation number, the cavity by cavitator is largely developed and covers partly the fore body. At this state, a parti-
cular phenomenon occurs, which the drag coefficient of body increases and then decreases, rapidly. In Fig. 16(b), the cavitator 
drag is barely constant and the portion of pressure component is most of all. The body drag has negative value for most cavita-
tion numbers. Before the cavity covers the body, in fact the thrust acts on the body since the negative pressure drag which has 
an absolute value larger than the friction drag. When the cavity covers the entire body, the friction component of the body drag 
is vanished and the pressure component of that is very small, as a result, only the cavitator drag remains.  
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                       (a) Total.                                 (b) Pressure and fiction. 

Fig. 16 Drag coefficients of parts according to cavitation number for  
SCUV-C300 from numerical results in tunnel. 

 
Fig. 17 shows the cavity shape around cavitator for SCUV-C300 from the numerical result, which appears in cavitation 

number range that the drag of body increases linearly as the cavitation number is decreased. The cavity occurs firstly near the 
head of body. The cavity growing gradually is formed in the back of entire cavitator and then fully developed to downstream. In 
this process, the drag of cavitator decreases linearly as the cavitation number is decreased and approaches a constant. As the 
cavity covers more and more of the body, the friction component of the body drag gradually decreases and then vanishes, and 
the pressure component significantly increases, but to null. As a result, the drag of body is in an average less than about 10% of 
the total drag and in lowest cavitation number, is only about 1% or less. It is noted in the analysis that although the pressure at 
the outlet boundary is reduced continuously, the cavitation number is decreased no more and kept at about 0.3216 which is 
regarded as the minimum cavitation number. For super-cavitating flows in tunnel, a minimum cavitation number exists due to 
the blockage effect (Birkhoff et al., 1950; Karlikov and Sholomovich, 1966) and Brennen (1969) presented the minimum 
cavitation number corresponding to the blockage, which are the ratio of tunnel diameter to cavitator diameter ( /tunnel Cd d ), 
through a numerical analysis based on the potential theory. Since the blockage of this study, 7.3033, is interpolated from 
Brennen’s results, the minimum cavitation number is about 0.3144 and the difference between that value and the numerical 
result of this study, 0.3216, is about 2.4%. Considering that the cavitation number at the reference position may be affected by 
the friction pressure drop of tunnel test section and the stagnation pressure on the cavitator, it is indicated that the position of 
tunnel reference pressure in the present experimental and numerical studies is appropriate. 

 

 
Fig. 17 Cavitation (gray distribution) around the cavitator of SCUV-C300 in various  

cavitation numbers at 7Re 5.72 10= ×  from calculations with streamlines. 
 
On the other hand, in order to obtain the information required for the actual design, the data in unbounded flow demands. 

Karlikov and Sholomovich (1966) suggested a relationship of the cavitation number in between tunnel and unbounded flow as 
shown in Eq. (6). 

( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }2

min min1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞+ − − + − + = + − + + + − − +   (6) 
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Here σ  and minσ  are cavitation number and minimum cavitation number in tunnel flow, respectively, and σ∞  the corres-
ponding cavitation number in unbounded flow. The cavitation numbers in tunnel flow are converted to those in unbounded flow 
and at these cavitation numbers the numerical analyses are carried out for the unbounded flow. Although the lowest cavitation 
number possible to be converted using the minimum cavitation number in the present tunnel is 0.1497, the numerical analysis 
for unbounded flow is conducted for lower cavitation numbers than that. The cavitation numbers and the drag coefficients from 
the numerical results in tunnel and unbounded flow are presented in Table 2, for a wide range of the ratio of the pressure at 
outlet boundary to the dynamic pressure ( 2

0/ / 0.5out d outP q P Uρ= ). Also, the surface pressure distributions on the body and 
the tunnel wall in tunnel flow as well as the surface pressure of body and the pressure at the position of the virtual tunnel wall in 
unbounded flow are shown in Fig. 18 with the same manner as in Fig. 11. In order to avoid the complexity of the graph, it is 
presented representatively for cases of (3), (5) and (7).  

In range of large cavitation number, as the cavitation number is decreased in both tunnel (case ①~③) and unbounded flow 
(case (1)~(3)), the drag of cavitator decreases and the drag of body decreases and then increases. The drag of body has negative 
value due to the negative pressure drag of body which has an absolute value larger than the friction drag as described in Fig. 16. 
This result is caused that the negative pressure is distributed near the body head due to the strong vortex flow separated from the 
cavitator as shown in Fig. 8 and 9. With decreasing the pressure at outlet boundary after reaching the minimum cavitation 
number in tunnel flow, the drag coefficient of cavitator slightly increases and that of body decreases but their amounts are very 
small (case ④~⑦ in Table 2). In these cases, as shown in Fig. 18, the width of cavity is uniform, whereas the length of cavity 
increases as the pressure decreases at outlet boundary. It is implied that even if a flow is blocked by the cavitator in tunnel, the 
flow downstream is significantly affected by the low pressure condition at outlet boundary. Although the cavitation numbers 
between the case ④ in tunnel flow, which is almost the minimum cavitation number, and the case (4) in unbounded flow are 
correspondent, there is a big difference in the cavity length which is larger in tunnel. Also the cavity on the shoulder of the stern 
is larger in tunnel flow than in unbounded flow. On the contrary, the maximum width is almost same in both 

 
Table 2 Cavitation numbers and drag coefficients according to /out dP q  from calculations of SCUV-C300. 

Case /out dP q  σ  σ∞  DC  cavitator DC  body DC  total 

Tunnel 
flow 

① 0.3345 0.5020 0.3849 1.1949 -0.0694 1.1253 

② 0.2845 0.4571 0.3309 1.1855 -0.0854 1.1001 

③ 0.1845 0.3663 0.2137 1.1235 -0.0588 1.0647 

④ 0.0845 0.3217 0.1498 1.1064 0.0907 1.1971 

⑤ 0.0345 0.3216 0.1497 1.1172 0.0023 1.1195 

⑥ 0.0045 0.3216 0.1497 1.1237 -0.0042 1.1196 

⑦ -0.0155 0.3216 0.1497 1.1281 -0.0085 1.1196 

Unbounded 
flow 

 (1)① 0.4865 0.3849 1.0573 -0.2379 0.8194 

 (2)② 0.4325 0.3309 1.0370 -0.2467 0.7904 

 (3)③ 0.3153 0.2137 0.9594 -0.1520 0.8074 

 (4)④ 0.2513 0.1498 0.9182 0.0300 0.9479 

(5) 0.2016 0.1000 0.8866 0.0883 0.9749 

(6) 0.1516 0.0500 0.8551 0.0111 0.8662 

(7) 0.1416 0.0400 0.8489 0.0089 0.8577 

 
These differences of the cavity shape may indicate that the local cavitation number on the body is decreased as toward 

downstream due to the blockage as well as the friction pressure drop of tunnel. Since the surface pressure distribution and the 
friction component have an effect on the body drag together, the portion of the body drag, being negligibly small, to the total 
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drag is about 1% in tunnel and 3% in unbounded flow (Table 2). These results, which the maximum width of cavity is almost 
same in the correspondent cavitation number between tunnel and unbounded flow, and Reichardt’s work, which the correlation 
between a cavitator drag and a maximum width of cavity is suggested (Knapp et al., 1970), provide a clue with respect to the 
relationship of the ‘cavitator’ drag in between tunnel and unbounded flow. 

However, the results, which not only the length of cavity is changed by the pressure inside the tunnel despite the same 
cavitation number as minimum cavitation number but also the pressure and friction components of the body drag are affected 
by the length of cavity, make it difficult to obtain a relationship of the ‘body’ drag between in tunnel and unbounded flow. Thus, 
in the future, it is necessary to investigate on this issue for estimating the ‘body’ drag in unbounded flow. 

When the cavity covers the entire body, the pressure coefficient on the body is constant as the negative cavitation number in 
both of tunnel and unbounded flow (case ⑥, (6), ⑦, (7) in Fig. 18). In tunnel, when the cavity covers partly the fore body, the 
pressure coefficient on the tunnel wall rapidly declines near the cavitator in that the open sectional area is reduced, but there is 
some effect by the cavity, and near the parallel middle part, that is almost the same with the surface pressure coefficient of the 
body (case ①, ②, ③).  

As the cavitation number is decreased more so that the cavity length be longer, the pressure on the tunnel wall near the 
cavitator is reduced further (case ④) and the pressure recovers better in the location where the cavity closes. In super-cavitation 
covering the entire body, the pressure coefficients on the body and tunnel wall surface in the vicinity of the parallel middle part 
are almost the same as the negative cavitation number (case ⑤, ⑥, ⑦) and maintained far as the cavity length, thus the 
friction pressure drop vanishes. 

 

 

 
Fig. 18 Pressure coefficients on body and tunnel wall surface and cavity shape with volume fraction 0.5  

around body (center) for SCUV-C300 in various cavitation numbers at 7Re 5.72 10= × from calculations  
in tunnel and unbounded flow (the numbers are in correspondence with case numbers in Table 2 and  

the length of radial direction of the shapes is multiplied by 2 for distinction of cavity shapes). 
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The pressure coefficients in unbounded flow at the position of the virtual tunnel wall slightly inclines in the vicinity of 
cavitator, after that, declines and reaches to the minimum value near the position of maximum width of cavity. The low pressure 
region at the virtual tunnel wall in unbounded flow spreads wider with increasing the cavity length as the cavitation number is 
decreased, similar to the tendency of the tunnel wall surface in tunnel flow. However, the difference to the ambient pressure 
( 0PC = ), is relatively small in unbounded flow. From this, it is found that the characteristics of the drag of SCUV and the 
cavity shape are significantly different from unbounded flow. 

Fig. 19 shows the variation of the drag coefficients of parts with the cavitation number from the numerical results for 
SCUV-C300 at 7Re 5.72 10= ×  in tunnel and unbounded flow. In unbounded flow the numerical analysis is carried out up to 
very low cavitation number (0.01). Also, Fig. 20 shows the total drag coefficients of SCUV-C300 in tunnel and unbounded 
flow at the infinite cavitation number (σ∞ ), i.e. σ σ∞= in case of unbounded flow. The x-coordinate is in log scale for easy 
distinction. Here, the cavitation number of tunnel is converted to the infinite cavitation number using Eq. (6). Also, the corrected 
results from Eq. (5) and asymptotic solutions based on the potential theory of a cavitator drag in super-cavitating flow, Eq. (7), 
are shown together. In Eq. (7), DCC  is drag coefficient of cavitator in super-cavitating flow and 0DC  is drag coefficient at zero 
cavitation number ( 0σ = ). There are some data for 0DC  of a disk cavitator, e.g., Self and Ripken (1955) gave 0.8 by 
experiences and Lee et al. (2013) gives 0.827 by numerical analysis. In this study it is followed Lee et al.’s result. 

( )0 1DC DC C σ= +              (7) 

In Fig. 19, the tendency, which the cavitator drag decreases after the cavity occurs, is similar in both tunnel and unbounded 
flow and the drag coefficient in tunnel flow is larger than that in unbounded flow due to tunnel effects. Although the cavitation 
numbers each are for tunnel flow and unbounded flow and there is no information below the minimum cavitation number in 
tunnel flow, as the cavitation number decreases, the trend of the cavitator drag in both flows agree well with analytic solution, 
Eq. (7) for present range of the cavitation number. 

This is indicated that the numerical results are consistent with Epshtein (1966)’s hypothesis which the Eq. (7) is valid for a 
super-cavitating cavitator in unbounded domain as well as in tunnel, except for a small cone angle which is 180 degree for a disk. 
Despite the body exists, because the cavitator drag occupies most of the total drag, this result can be used in drag estimation of 
an underwater vehicle in super-cavitation. The body drag gradually increases with developing the cavity and in super cavitation, 
that approaches almost 0 asymptotically. In tunnel flow, the change of the body drag can be restrictively confirmed to the 
minimum cavitation number and there are some differences of value compared to unbounded flow due to the tunnel effects. 
However, the aspect of the body drag according to cavitation number is very similar in both tunnel and unbounded flow. 

This can be obviously confirmed in Fig. 20 which presents the total drag coefficient with converting the cavitation number 
in tunnel to an infinite cavitation number using Eq. (6). The aspect of the total drag coefficient is similar in both of tunnel and 
unbounded flow and is affected mainly by the body drag and relatively little by the cavitator drag which has the tendency to 
decrease with cavitation number. The cavitator drag occupies most of the total drag in super cavitation and it is necessary to 
note once again that the total drag coefficient is good agreement with analytic solution.  

When comparing the numerical results in unbounded flow and the corrected results using Eq. (5), even though the friction 
pressure drop in tunnel is not considered in Eq. (5), it can obtain the corrected results quite closed to the numerical results in 
unbounded flow as the root mean square difference between two is about 7%. Thus, it is possible that a drag of underwater 
vehicle in unbounded flow is estimated from a cavitator drag only in super-cavitation condition and from the correction method, 
which is based on the potential theory considering the blockage, in cavitation condition that the process of starting and accelera-
ting underwater vehicle appears. However, in order to estimate more accurately, it is necessary to compensate the correction 
method with the consideration of friction pressure drop of tunnel. In the future, a study for that may be demanding and, as 
shown in this study, the numerical analysis can be considered as a reasonable option. Also in practice, when an experiment is 
performed in tunnel, it is very important to reduce a minimum cavitation number by diminishing a blockage as low as possible, 
so that characteristics of the drag and the cavity of an super-cavitating underwater vehicle in real operation conditions could be 
investigated, especially at low enough cavitation numbers, from experimental data of model testing without intricate and 
incomplete correction procedure. 
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Fig. 19 Drag coefficients of parts of SCUV-C300 in  
tunnel and unbounded flow according to cavitation 

numbers at 7Re 5.72 10= × with theoritical  
fomular for a circular disk cavitator. 

Fig. 20 Total drag coefficients of SCUV-C300 in tunnel  
and unbounded flow according to infinite cavitation 
numbers at 7Re 5.72 10= × with blockage correction  

results and theoritical fomular for a circular disk cavitator. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the drag of a cavitating underwater vehicle consisted of a cavitator and a relatively long body is investigated 
through experiments and numerical analyses. Two real-sized cavitators of different diameters are mounted at the head of a long 
cylindrical body, and the total drag and the cavitator drag are separately measured for a range of Reynolds numbers and cavitation 
numbers in a large cavitation tunnel of which the test section has a rectangular cross section. Numerical analyses are carried out 
for the same models and the same range of Reynolds numbers and cavitation numbers with the experiments. However, in numer-
ical analyses the rectangular test section of tunnel is replaced by a numerically modeled axisymmetric test section and included 
are corresponding analyses in unbounded flow. The modeled test section of numerical tunnel has a circular cross section of a 
diameter corresponding to the hydraulic diameter of the test section of the large cavitation tunnel. Also, in order to simulate a super- 
cavitation that was not implemented in the experiment, the numerical analyses are conducted at low enough cavitation numbers.  

From the experimental and numerical results for various Reynolds numbers at relatively high cavitation numbers, the drag 
of cavitators and body decreases as Reynolds number is increased and the cavity is rarely observed. Due to the strong vortex 
flow separated from the cavitator, the low pressure field is formed on the head of body and the pressure drag of the body except 
the cavitator results in negative value. In case where the larger cavitator is mounted, since the portion of the pressure component 
to the body drag is larger than that of the friction component, the body drag becomes negative, i.e. acts as the thrust.  

While the Reynolds number is kept constant and as the cavitation number is decreased, the drag coefficient is seldom changed 
before the cavity occurs. Once the cavity occurs by the cavitator, the drag increases due to rise in the pressure near head of the 
body. Also, the friction component of the body drag decreases rapidly along with the developing cavity. In super cavitation 
realized only virtually as the cavity from the numerical results covers the entire body, the friction component of the body drag 
almost vanishes and the ratio of the body drag to the total drag is very small as less than 1%, thus in this case the total drag of 
super-cavitating underwater vehicle can be regarded as the drag of cavitator.  

From the numerical results, it is found that the drag of cavitating underwater vehicle becomes larger in tunnel than 
unbounded flow due to the blockage and the friction pressure drop in the test section of tunnel. Through the correction method 
with respect to the blockage, it is confirmed that the estimation of the drag in unbounded flow from the result in tunnel is 
somewhat possible. In case of the numerical analysis for tunnel flow with decreasing the tunnel pressure, the cavitation number 
reaches a minimum cavitation number that can no longer be reduced. After then, as the tunnel pressure is further decreased, the 
cavitation number and the width of the cavity remain constant but the length of the cavity gradually increases. Whether the 
cavity occurs small to cover only a portion of the body or none at all, the drag and the cavitation are affected by the blockage 
and the friction pressure drop of the tunnel. Whereas, in case of super cavitation which covers the entire body, there is no effect 
induced from the friction pressure drop of the tunnel. When the super-cavity covers the entire body, the friction drag almost 
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disappears and the total drag of SCUV can be regarded as the pressure drag of cavitator. 
From an effective power point of view in an actual design, it is very important to estimate the drag of underwater vehicle in 

super cavitation as well as the change of drag which appears in development process of the cavity. Thus, for the present, a 
model test in cavitation tunnel is a vital process in the designing stage. Therefore, it is necessary to correct a drag in tunnel for a 
drag in unbounded flow with the consideration of tunnel effects, i.e. the blockage and the friction pressure drop of tunnel. 
Especially, it is needed to realize a minimum cavitation number as low as possible through a reduction of the blockage in order 
to obtain a drag characteristic according to the development of cavity.  
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